
Year 6 Spring Half-Term Homework

Reading

Read for at least 30 minutes every day! Visit the library and choose some books that interest you. Our text next

term is ‘Holes’ written by Louis Sachar.

Please log onto your Bug Club account and read the books allocated to you. Make sure you also answer all the questions along the way.

www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/login?c=0

English

To write an adventure story. You must include the features of an adventure story: a hero, a quest, an unfamiliar event, risks that

the hero has to overcome and a transformation. https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx339j6/articles/zgthrwx

Spellings

Practise your spellings

https://spellingframe.co.uk/

Reading Comprehension

Keep practising the Reading comprehensions from each of the Poetry, Non-Fiction and Fiction CGP books.

Grammar

Revise your Grammar, Punctuation and Spellings - use your CGP books.

Maths

Keep revising for your SATs test - use your CGP books.

Science

Read about electrical circuits,electrical conductors, electrical insulators, switches, buzzers and bulbs.With parental permission, use this link

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtWq4mw7nWM) to help you build a circuit board with a battery, wires, bulb or

buzzer and a switch.

Geography

For this unit, you will be learning all about natural disasters and how they impact our planet. Make spaghetti towers and

test them on a shake table to see which designs hold up best. Use different amounts of displacement to create stronger

and stronger quakes. Create earthquakes of different strength (perhaps 1cm, 3cm and 5cm) and see if their buildings

survive! Remember to take pictures!

R.E

This term we will be learning about ‘What are the sources of the story about what happened on the first Easter Sunday?’.

This homework is aimed to give you an insight into what Easter means in the Christian faith.

Watch the video on the link - https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/religious-studies-ks2-easter/znkngwx

Write down a summary of what Nathan and Lara do during Easter.
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